The Light Path Intuitive Training
Lecture #10 of Year Two

The Light Beings Speak

I ask the divine light guide us and protect us. I call forth the beings of light and love, truth and
wisdom. And I ask now that all that we need for the divine enfoldment of our souls, on all levels of
our existence, manifest peacefully and lovingly.

Dearest ones, we want to speak to you this month about accessing the universal energy more
directly into your lives. For, so often, those of you who have chosen to be in physical body
tend to wait for an event in the physical realm before you access the spiritual energy and
guidance available to you. This is not an optimum way to use the connection with your guides,
higher self, with God or with any energy that is non- physical.
We watch you have your dreams and then rush into action without taking a moment to call in
the helpers, to align the energy, to surrender to God’s guidance, or ask the Great Mother to
embrace you. Without any preparing, you rush into action because you want anything. You
feel you must have everything or you feel driven to do it. It is only when everything falls apart
in chaos, when you feel blocked in action and your physical body is exhausted, or your mind is
racing, that a little voice inside you says “seek help.”
The universal beings always wish to help you when asked. We suggest to you very lovingly
that it is before you rush into action that the help is best used. If you have a dream or longing,
before you take action on it, check it out with the Great Spirit. Call in your helpers. Surround
your physical body with a bright energetic light body. Place positive powerful thoughts in your
mind, then take action. Just imagine how much smoother your life could be, how much easier
and, most of all, how much more peaceful. Intuition is ideally used as a guidance for how the
path best unfolds and for what actions are best to choose, if you are using your intuition and
your sensitivity to scan the environment. If you rush into action you are aligning your system
with fear, and as we have said so many times, if you align with fear you will know more fear.
So beloved Earthlings, just imagine aligning your intuition with your soul’s light. Use it to
scan the most positive path of expression for you, the most fulfilling action for yourself, and
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the most positive relationships in the world. You then become aligned with the life-force
energy of love. If you choose love you will know great love.
During these challenging times on the earth plane, you will be presented with many moments
when fear will inspire you to take actions. It is our hope for you that you will recall all the
spiritual work which you have done and you will let love guide you in consciousness and
action. Be careful not to feed the fear in the world. As facilitators of light we call upon you to
energize love. Before you get up in the morning, before you brush your teeth, go to work,
before making love, paying taxes, before you decide where to go before dinner, before, before,
before… that is the time to use your intuition, to call upon the light, the spirit, the love which
is available to you. Then whatever action you take becomes a reflection of your wisdom and
love and the universal love channeling through you and becomes part of the universal creative
expression. So remember spirit before form, before action, not fear. So be it.
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